


WE LOVE WHAT WE DO 

Trinity Design/Build is a full-service design and 
construction company. We’re passionate about what 
we do. We love the older and historic homes that 
make up our great neighborhoods and admire the 
newer homes that contribute to our thriving and 
vibrant communities. We pride ourselves on being 
the “old house” experts in town. When we restore, 
we use this expertise to lovingly bring back the 
original charm of the home. When we renovate, we 
respect the good bones of the original homes, while 
updating it to function better for the way we live 
today. When we build additions, we build onto and 
harmonize with the original character of the home 
while reflecting the time we live in. When we build 
new, we learn from our vast knowledge of the past 
and create a new home that honors and contributes 
to that tradition. 

CORE CAPABILITIES 

Trinity Design/Build (TDB) can manage every 
aspect of each project from beginning to end. We 
start by listening to our clients, to gather information 
to generate a comprehensive scope of work. We 
provide expert advice for issues ranging from site 
planning and zoning, to tax credits and project 
financing. We prepare detailed plans, specifications, 
scopes of work and corresponding budgets, making 
sure they are consistent with our clients’ priorities 
and budget limitations.

WHAT IS DESIGN / BUILD? 

We’re a design build firm. At its basic level that 
means we provide both architectural services and 
construction services. What it really means is we’re 
all on the same team throughout the process. Our 
architects and contractors are always working 
together on your project. We design the building and 
cost estimate at the same time; it’s a back-and-forth 
process that keeps our designers and contractors 
realistic and creative at the same time. The process 
encourages an open dialogue between the clients, 
architects, and contractors. It’s a transparent process 
that we believe results in the best project possible.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

TDB is known for its experience and expertise in 
“green” building techniques, sustainable design, and 
energy efficient construction. Every renovation, 
addition or new construction project is an 
opportunity to promote a healthier environment 
and contribute to the built environment in a positive 
way. On every project, we employ multiple strategies 
to make our buildings efficient, healthy, and 
enviromentally sensitive.



Meet the Team

LEE KANE,  
M. Div, Duke, discovered  
his passion for building 
while serving as an 
AmeriCorps volunteer 
for Habitat for Humanity. 
He subsequently 

spent seven years on staff with Habitat gaining 
unique insight into managing diverse groups of 
employees, subcontractors and volunteers. Initially 
joining Trinity in 2010, Lee has gained a wealth 
of experience with various roles and styles of 
construction. Lee, a licensed general contractor 
and co-owner of Trinity Design/Build, serves as 
company President.   

JODY BROWN,  
AIA LEED AP, received his 
architectural degree from 
the University of Tennessee 
in 1992 and has spent the 
last 26 years working on a 
variety of different projects 

ranging from small house additions to high-rise 
mixed-use developments. Jody has a background in 
historic preservation, urban design, and sustainable 
design, as well as an extensive portfolio of multi-
family and single-family residential design. Jody 
heads up the design team at Trinity Design/Build. 
He prides himself on his ability to successfully 
communicate with his clients using clear ideas, easy 
to understand graphics, straight-forward language, 
and a sense of humor. Jody is the owner and 
President of Trinity Architecture. 

STEVEN THOMSEN, 
BS in Marketing, UW 
La Crosse, has a diverse 
background including 
starting a painting business 
while in college, working 
for Habitat for Humanity, 

and training beekeepers in Kenya. After working as 
a Project Manager for Trinity Design/Build, he took 
a 2-year sabbatical to serve as a Project Manager at 
Strata Solar, overseeing the installation of large-scale 
solar farms in NC. He also co-founded United Solar 
Initiative, a Chapel Hill based non-profit focused on 
providing electricity to under-served communities 
around the world. A licensed general contractor, 
Steven serves as company Vice President.

ALAN SPRUYT,  
MSPH UNC-CH, grew up 
in one of North Carolina’s 
first generation of homes 
with a sealed crawlspace 
and solar water heating, 
and comes from a long 

line of craftsmen and conservationists. He has 
first-hand experience in almost every aspect of 
construction, design, and project management. He 
studied mechanical engineering and has 15 years of 
experience in public health and economics, working 
and living in Latin America for much of that time. 
Alan is co-owner of Trinity Design/Build.



DERRICK SABOL,  
BA in Anthropology, UNCC, has 
held a wide variety of positions, 
including Assistant Construction 
Supervisor and Volunteer 
Coordinator with Habitat For 
Humanity, Site Developer/
Excavator, and Handyman/ 
Groundskeeper at the Governor’s 
Club. Derrick has substantial 
hands-on experience as well as great 
management skills, all of which 
contribute to being a Site Supervisor 
at Trinity Design/Build.

DAVID CARTER,  
Building Performance Institute 
(BPI) Certified Building Analyst and 
OSHA Certified, has over twenty 
years of experience working in every 
aspect of the construction industry 
including framing, trim carpentry, 
cabinetry, roofing, insulation, 
plumbing, mechanical and 
electrical. He also has experience 
with AutoCAD design, project 
management, and analysis of energy 
efficiency of construction, most 
recently working in the insulation 
sector supervising installations 
including spray foam. David’s wealth 
of experience and passion are 
invaluable as a Site Supervisor with 
Trinity Design/Build.

DAN RYAN,  
BS in Management, UW-
Lacrosse, he has used his degree in 
management in a wide variety of 
fields and projects; having originally 
studied Architectural Design he 
never lost his passion for residential 
architecture. Dan puts a high priority 
on building strong relationships and 
green construction practices. When 
not at work you can most likely 
find Dan with friends and family, 
enjoying the outdoors, or doing 
projects on his home. Dan splits 
his time as a Project Estimator and 
Project Manager at Trinity  
Design/Build.

BEN LOCASCIO, 
MBA, CSU-Pueblo, began his career 
as a high school science teacher 
before managing athletic facilities 
and events for a Division II university 
in Colorado.  After moving to the 
Durham area, he joined Duke 
where he worked in operations first 
for the Center for Documentary 
Studies, and then for the Pratt 
School of Engineering providing 
facility management for research 
and administration buildings.  These 
experiences give Ben a wealth of 
knowledge in project management 
that he brings to each new job.     

JILL GOODMAN,  
MBA, Pace University, and BS 
in Accounting, Penn State, has 
spent her career working in senior 
financial management positions 
with both multinationals and small 
businesses.  Over the past 20 years, 
Jill has worked primarily with small 
and medium size companies in the 
construction and service industry.  
She has expertise in both operational 
and financial functions.  Jill is a 
Sage 100 Certified Consultant and 
supports all software at Trinity. Jill 
is the functional CFO for Trinity 
Design/Build.

RYAN STOKES  
has spent the last decade dedicated 
to community building and fostering 
relationships across Durham. He 
passionately supports re-entry 
housing, mutual aid, and community 
based asset development. He has 
provided program-level project 
management across a variety of 
fields and currently assists with 
construction management and 
systems development at Trinity.



SAMMY TRUONG, 
an erstwhile computer science 
student and lifelong autodidact, has 
worked in a variety of technical roles 
ranging from computer security 
in Silicon Valley to control system 
programmer, network engineer 
and UI/UX designer for a bespoke 
commercial audio/video integrator 
in Durham. In 2018, Sammy became 
engaged in providing mutual aid in 
Eastern NC following Hurricane 
Florence and subsequently helped 
co-found a non-profit, Day One 
Disaster Relief. Pursuing this passion 
for building community resilience, 
he went on to join the Durham Fire 
Department as a firefighter and 
EMT. As Assistant Site Supervisor 
for Trinity Design/Build, Sammy 
helps maintain jobsites, files permits, 
and assists project Supervisors.

MATT CHVATAL  
draws from a wide array of diverse 
experiences including managing 
logistics operations and practicing 
bodywork in an Acupuncture clinic.  
Matt draws upon his resourcefulness, 
communication skills, and curiosity 
to be successful in each new setting.  
He brings those experiences along 
with a lifelong passion for learning 
and a passion for building to his 
role as a Site Supervisor at Trinity 
Design/Build.

DAN FITZGERALD,  
BS in Hospitality and Tourism 
Management, began his career 
in tourism marketing, where he 
discovered his skills in project 
management. In his free time, Dan 
enjoys the outdoors and volunteers 
with Habitat for Humanity. 
While volunteering Dan saw 
the opportunity to connect his 
love of building with his project 
management skills: this unique 
combination of experiences and 
innate curiosity gives Dan the tools 
he needs as a Site Supervisor.

AMY LOWE, 
BS in Hotel/Restaurant 
Administration, University of 
Tennessee, recently moved to 
Durham with her family. Design 
and all its elements have always 
been a passion: Amy wants the 
feel of comfort and welcome to be 
just as present in every room as its 
purpose. Amy brings attention to 
detail and a range of experience, 
from sales and business development 
at a corporate interior design firm 
to starting a non-profit school for 
students with Autism, to her role 
as Selections Coordinator.  Amy 
feels we all have a story to tell, and 
being part of a community is key to 
hearing and sharing those stories. 
Building homes in a community 
is much like building relationships 
in a community: it takes time, 
communication, commitment, and 
honesty. As a member of the Trinity 
team, Amy looks forward to  
building both.



Featured Projects

213 N GREGSON / BRIGHTLEAF SQUARE / DURHAM, NC 
TDB was the Developer, Designer & General Contractor.

This is the current offices of Trinity Design Build. It was originally The Great 
A&P Grocery (ca. 1927). The renovation was granted the US Green Building 
Council’s Leaders in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) LEED Rating 
of Platinum. It was the 1st historic LEED building in North Carolina and 
the2nd LEED Platinum building in North Carolina. It is also the 7th smallest 
LEED building on Earth.

BUCHANAN / TRINITY PARK / DURHAM, NC
CASA VERDE: NEW CUSTOM HOME 
TDB was the General Contractor. 
This new home was designed to fit into the historic character of the  
Trinity Park neighborhood. The home was certified at a LEED Rating of 
Platinum. It is also an Energy Star Certified New Home (V3.0) with a  
HERS Index of 9.

BUCHANAN / TRINITY PARK / DURHAM, NC
CRANFORD HOUSE: HISTORIC HOME RENOVATION 
TDB was the Designer and General Contractor.

This home renovation was the first historic home (known) to be US EPA 
Energy Star Certified, with a HERS Index of 74. The owner’s estimated  
10-year energy savings exceeds $65,000.

GLORIA AVE / TRINITY PARK / DURHAM, NC
HISTORIC HOME RENOVATION
TDB was the Architect and General Contractor.

Complete home renovation of an historic arts and craftsman style home in 
Trinity Park. Renovations included an all-new contemporary kitchen, new 
bathrooms, and refurbishing all of the finishes throughout the home.

500 N. DUKE ST / TRINITY PARK / DURHAM, NC
BULLINGTON WAREHOUSE COMMERCIAL RENOVATION
TDB was the Architect and General Contractor.

Renovation of all entries, lobby spaces, and corridors for condos in an historic 
tobacco warehouse. New steel entry elements were added at each condo entry. 
These were designed to match the canopies that were once on the original 
warehouse. We removed the 1970s tile and carpet in the lobbies and corridors 
and refinished the original concrete floors and maple flooring. New signage 
and lighting was also added.



DACIAN / TRINITY PARK / DURHAM, NC 
NEW CUSTOM HOME 
TDB was the Architect and General Contractor.

New arts and crafts bungalow built on a small urban site. The home has three 
bedrooms, two and a half baths, screened porch, and a freestanding two-car 
garage with a one-bedroom apartment above it.

WRIGHTWOOD AVE / DUKE FOREST / DURHAM, NC
MOTHER-IN LAW SUITE ADDITION
TDB was the Architect and General Contractor.

A new 560 square-foot cottage was added to the existing 1957 home. This new 
cottage provides a new living area, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom and closet, 
and a new covered porch. The cottage is designed to serve as a private mother-
in-law suite. It can also be used as a guest suite, or as a rental property.

ROSEMARY ST / CHAPEL HILL, NC
KITCHEN RENOVATION 
TDB was the Architect and General Contractor. 

This was a complete kitchen renovation with a renovated eat-in porch area, 
mudroom, and bathroom in a historic home. The kitchen was modernized and 
opened up to the adjacent eating area.

DUKE PARK / DURHAM, NC
MASTER SUITE ADDITION
TDB was the Architect and General Contractor. 

New master bedroom suite addition and kitchen renovation to a 1950s home. 
The design includes reused lumber and doors, vaulted ceilings, a custom built 
2-sided fireplace, and outdoor covered porches.

GLORIA AVE / TRINITY PARK / DURHAM, NC
HISTORIC HOME RENOVATION
TDB was the Designer and General Contractor.

This was a full house renovation. We captured the pyramidal attic and 
converted it into a grandkids’ suite. The kitchen was expanded into an existing 
porch and a new porch was added off the back. Solar thermal panels were 
installed on the roof. Locally-made stained glass was used for the cabinet doors 
and a heart pine mantel was salvaged from sunken logging trees in the  
Cape Fear River.



Awards, Memberships and Publications

RECENT AWARDS

2020 Home Builders Association Remodelers 
Outstanding Construction Award, “Best Historic 
Remodel” – Hill House

2019 Home Builders Association Remodelers 
Outstanding Construction Award, “Best Historic 
Remodel” – The Barracks

2016 L. Vincent Lowe, Jr. – Business Award, Preservation 
North Carolina – the highest honor presented 
to a business which assists or promotes historic 
preservation in North Carolina

2014 Trinity Park Home Tour –  
212 Watts St. and 1005 Gloria Ave

2012 Neighborhood Conservation Award, 1814 Vale St

2011 Pyne Preservation Award, Snipes-Kanter House

2010 Golden Leaf Sustainable Properties Award, Winner, 
The Great A&P Grocery 

2010 Pyne Preservation Award, Eakes House 

2010 Pyne Preservation Award, Kantner House

2010 Pyne Preservation Award, M.I. Tilley House

2009 Pyne Preservation Award, W.I. Cranford House

2009 Pyne Preservation Award,  
The Great A&P Grocery

2009 Neighborhood Conservation Award, High House

2009 Pyne Preservation Award,  
William Ivey Cranford House

2009 Neighborhood Conservation Award,  
William and Lucille High House

2008 UNC Kenan Flagler Business Accelerator for 
Sustainable Entrepreneurship (BASE) Member

2008 Downtown Durham, Inc. The Art of Cool Award: 
Best Sustainable Re-development

2008 Outstanding Downtown Renovation, Downtown 
Durham Inc., The Great A&P Grocery

For a full list, please visit our website.

DISTINCTIONS

Trinity Design/Build was the designer, developer, 
and contractor on:

• the first historic LEED building in 
North Carolina

• the second LEED Platinum building in  
North Carolina

• the seventh-smallest LEED building on Earth

• the first historic home (known) to achieve US 
EPA Energy Star Rating (704 N Buchanan, 
Durham, North Carolina, 74 HERS);  
owner’s estimated 10-year energy  
savings exceeds $65,000.

BOOKS

Green Restorations: Sustainable Buildings and 
Historic Homes. 2010, New Society Publishers.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

• North Carolina General Contractor,  
Unlimited License 58699

• AIA North Carolina

• National Association of Homebuilders

• National Trust for Historic Preservation

• Preservation North Carolina

• Preservation Durham

• Clean Energy Durham

• United States Green Building Council

• Not-So-Big House Professional Member



STEP ONE / DESIGN PHASE

• We document and measure the existing home and produce floor plans and elevations

• We research the code limitations and zoning restrictions

• We provide all design work needed to fully illustrate the new home, renovation, or addition.

• You’ll get free revisions until we arrive at the design that you love!

• The design package you receive will be a 15-20 page PDF sent via email.

• We include 3D images of the interior and exterior of your home, and often a video flyover  
or walk-through as well.

• At the end of the design phase our contractors will provide a preliminary construction estimate.

STEP TWO / CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENT PHASE

• We provide all construction drawings, details, specifications, code and zoning information, 
needed to fully document the project for construction, building department review, and 
permitting.

• The final set of drawings will be a 20-30 page set of 22x34 full-sized sheets. This will be issued  
as a PDF document via email. One hard copy will be provided as well.

• The construction document set will include all required structural engineering (framing,  
beam sizes, foundations, etc.)

• The construction document set will include all product and fixture selections.

• At the end of the construction document phase our contractors will provide a final  
construction estimate. This effectively serves as their bid for the construction job.

Working with Trinity Design/Build

The Preconstruction Contract



Working with Trinity Design/Build

The Preconstruction Contract

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE? 

• Typically it takes 2 weeks to complete the concept design phase and 2-3 months for us to 
complete all the work in the preconstruction contract. 

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

•  We charge a fixed fee for the work completed under the preconstruction contract. This is a 
fixed fee to keep you from worrying about paying us to make changes and revisions. Our goal  
is to arrive at a design you love, that is in you budget, no matter how many revisions it takes. 

• We calculate the fixed fee by estimating how much work each project will take us to complete. 
Based on our experience this usually results in a design fee that is between 7%-10% of the 
Construction Budget.

• The contract is a non-binding contract, meaning that you can stop work at any time and simply 
pay for the work completed to date. 

WHAT SHOULD WE EXPECT DURING THE DESIGN PHASE?

• Basically, the design process is a series of choices. Should the dining room go here or there? 
Should the bathroom have a tub? Which light fixture matches the space? Does this layout open 
up the space like we imagined? Does this plan improve the flow of the house? What type of 
flooring should go in the laundry room? Red oak wood flooring or white oak? 

• There are going to be so many questions and so many decisions to make and each decision will 
affect the budget and the timeframe.

• You need a team that has a system in place to help you make all the choices. A good architect 
can help navigate all of this with you.



Working with Trinity Design/Build

The Construction Contract

WHAT’S INCLUDED? 

• We pull all required building permits and construct the Home, Renovation, or Addition. 

• Online project management software that creates a web portal for each project giving you access 
to schedules, deadlines, product selections, and “to-do” lists. 

• Two people are assigned to a project: a Project Mananger and a Site Supervisor. 

• The Project Manager is your main point of contact. It’s their job to oversee the Site Supervisor, 
coordinate the project schedule, manage the budget, assist in selections, and handle any 
problems that may arise. 

• The Site Supervisor is in charge of making sure the site is kept clean and orderly, managing 
subcontractors, coordinating inspections, on-site trouble shooting and quality control. 

HOW LONG DOES CONSTRUCTION TAKE? 

• Allow 4-6 weeks for the local building department to issue a building permit.

• Add additional time if you need get a variance, rezoning, or need to appear before a special 
committee such as the historic preservation committee, your homeowners association, or an 
appearance commission prior to getting a permit.

• Every project is different, but our typical construction process takes between 2-3 months for  
a kitchen renovation and 6-9 months for a complete renovation. 

HOW MUCH DOES CONSTRUCTION COST? 

• Construction costs vary greatly! So reach out to us for an estimate that fits your specific project.

• Renovations are more difficult to predict the cost of than new construction. 

• Complex or Historic details can add additional cost to the project. 

• The size of the project can affect the cost; i.e., smaller jobs cost more per square foot.

• The cost of finishes, materials, and fixtures can have a big effect on the cost; that’s why you need 
a good system to manage the budget.



Working with Trinity Design/Build

The Construction Contract

HOW DO WE GET PAID? 

• We charge $65 per hour for our site supervisor’s time. Their time and estimated costs will be 
included in each construction estimate that we give you. 

• We use a “cost-plus” builder’s fee model to charge our clients for our work: the costs of all the 
materials and subcontractors are passed onto you at direct cost. Then we take a flat builder’s fee. 
This fee is locked-in when you sign the construction contract. 

• We use the final construction estimate given to you during the preconstruction phase to 
determine our fee. The typical builder’s fee is appoximately 18-20% of estimated subcontractor 
and meterial costs. For larger projects it may be less. 

WHY DO WE DO IT THIS WAY? 

• We do things this way to be completely transparent with the entire process. You know how much 
you’re paying for materials, subcontractors, site supervision, and our fees.

• We use a fixed builder’s fee because it puts us all on the same page. We don’t have an incentive to 
run the price up on the job. 

• It allows you to control the costs.  For example: if you want to use a more expensive tile than 
we’ve included in the budget, you just pay the additional cost of the material and our fee stays 
the same. If you choose a less expensive material, you keep the savings. 

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT DURING CONSTRUCTION? 

• Expect the unexpected! At some point we’re going to find something we didn’t expect. We’ll 
have bad soil at the foundation wall and must underpin it. We’ll uncover rotted floor framing 
that will need to be replaced. We’ll find a leak in the roof to fix. It will rain the one day your roof 
is uncovered. It’s always something. 

• Pick a team that’s done this work before and has planned for the unexpected. Our goal is to be 
as honest and transparent as possible during construction, and to work together to give you the 
best new home, renovation, or addition that we can!



 
https://www.trinitydesignbuild.com

213 N. Gregson St. 
Durham, NC 27701 

(919) 321-8344

LEE KANE 
lee@trinitydesignbuild.com 

(704) 277-2699

JODY BROWN 
jody@trinitydesignbuild.com 

(919) 624-6007


